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THE 16th convention of the Bihar
State Students Federation has
made it clear that nothing is free from
politics. The convention passed a}
number of resolutions on national and
international, economic and political
issues. Among the demands made
were equality in education, representation of students 06 academic bodies,
unemployment allowance, free education till matriculatjon and assurance
against automation. The Sankaracharya
of Puri was condemned for his views
on untouchability, it was urged that
Urdu should be given the status of the
second State language of Bihar, checks
on communalism were demanded and
support given to the recent teachers
and non-teaching staff's strike in universities. The old slogan of left
students was voiced again against
American influence in the universities.
But the students were not united
on their stand on international events.
Whereas Vietnam and Pakistan came
in bold headlines, Czechoslovakia and
the Sino-Soviet border dis:pute were
ignored. The convention demanded
that Lenin's State and Revolution and
Mao's On Contradiction be included
in the course. The plea was that
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opportunist leadership-and
in Bihar,
knowledge would remain incomplete
to casteism-it is falling. Just after
without studying these books and that
'the separation of the Marxist Com- ./
Calcutta University has prescribed
munists from the CPI, the Students
them.
As students read and pass out, the Federation of India was founded. But
it has not' come up as an all-India
queue of jobseekers becomes longer.
organisation.
There is no end to frustratiolY and
Just after its foundation, the Bihar
many unions are mushrooming nowState Students Federation
(Marxist)
a-days, directly or indirectly under
got a big shock when Mr T. C. Josh
the influence of some party or other.
joined the Naxalites. Not only he,'
In fact, the Congress is the only party
with him all the leaders and miliwithout much hold on the students,
tant workers walked out. After that
though wherever it is not in power, it
the Federation was broken for two
is organizing student unions. For insy~ars. This month it has tried to retance, Chhatra parish ad in West
establish itself. To give it a new life
Bengal. The Vidyarthi Parish ad, the
came Mr Satyapriya Roy, Jthe Educastudent wing of the Jana Sangh, is
tion Minister of West Bengal.
busy preparing workers for the party
But when the present leadership
in schools and colleges. Its influence
tried to blame Mr Josh for everything,
is growing and it is trying to show
and to claim that the leaders themthat it is not involved in politics. The
selves were without any fault, th
SSP's Samajbadi Yuvjan Sabha has
convention split into two parts ope
achieved a name in a short time but
[y. This shows the influence of Josh
it is inclined towards cheap popularit)
even when he is not present.
like the SSP. Despite is wide memOn various issues, specially' Rdssia,
bership, the SYS has done nothing
one-third of the representatives under
creative. The PSP's Samajbadi Yuthe lradership
of Chandra
Sekhar
vak Sabha has got a signboard bigger
Chat6rvedi of Ranchi were called exthan its strength deserves, at least in'
tremists by the rest who were MarxBihar:
ists.
'Revisionists'
and Naxalite
Communists
Communist students are divided.
The oldest and stronger section is the
All India Students Federation. It was
founded in 1936 and till 1962 it was
the common platform for all -the left
students. But thanks to weak and

members were heard. There were
allegations and
counter-allegations.
Actually the position of the Marxists ~
is very critical at the moment. They
do not want to criticise either Russia
or China. During the convention the
chairman' once said that it was a s dents' organisation and that "we are
not the wing of any party." (Arrangements for meals were made in the
office of the Communist Party). But
the 'extremist' section was not silen
and said that only those were going
to the executive who either flatter the
Communist Party Or are kith and kin
of party members.
, .
So far as N axalite students in Bihar
a.re concerned, three Or four organisatIons are active. It is said that their
work is con'fined to postering in the
last hour of the night and to writing
extremist slogans on walls. They
have even left behind the Chinese Red
Guards in this matter and are always
looking for walls whitewashed recently.
. But even if the allegation by MarxIstS that N axalite students only do
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postering is true, that seems to be a
reaction to their doing nothing. The
pbsition and programme of Naxalite'
students were outlined at their Bengal
convention. They have declared that
if any_student wants to work in villages, he can go, but if they wapt to
stay in schools and colleges, they can
stay. These boys have to organise
the general student mass on different
economic and political issues and then
they can pick up militant students
during future
struggles. Whether
Marxist students are patriots or not
is difficult to say, but they have one
thing which no other student union
has-militant and good workers.
When tlilS journalist went to hostels in Patna he found photos of either
Shyama Prasad Mukherjee and Atal
Vajpayee or
Marx, Engels,
,enin, Stalin and Mao. Amongst
political magazines, either Organiser
or People's Democracy and Liberation
were available.

ject will have a capacity of 1.7 million
tonnes which is to go up to 4 million
tCJ.l).nes
in the second phase. The
order Jor the second :phase was given
to the HEC after a conference in
March of the three-member Soviet
team of experts, HEC officials and the
Secretary to the Ministry of Steel and
Heavy Engineering at New Delhi.
The .HEC has three plants. Two
of them, the heavy machine tools
plant and the foundry forge plant/
were set up in collaboration
with
Czechoslovakia. The HMTP is one
of the most modern of its kind manufacturing a variety of heavier machine
tools required by large industries.
The FFP,. which produces castings
and forgings of practically any type
and composition weighing a few kilos
to as much as 120 tonnes is
one of the biggest of its kind in
Asia. The third plant, the heavy
machine building plant, is the biggest
of its kind in Asia. One of the most
important features of this plant is that
there is a uniform movement of materials for batch production and the
tracks have, therefore, been laid in and
around the :plant.

HEC In Trouble
Ever since its birth in 1958 the
Rs 250-crore Heavy Engineering Corporation, Ranchi, a public sector undertaking, has remained in a state of
Mr K. C. Pant, Union Minister of
never-ending crisis. In the past ten
of
State fOr Steel and Heavy Engiyears it has seen at least three permanent chairmen and more than a dozen neering, told newsmen at Ranchi
officiating chairmen. The post was that the HEC had shown better results
vacant for more than three months and there had been ,a total production
when Mr Chalapati -'Rao, General of about 14,000 tonnes in the HMBP
Manager of Perambur Integral Coach excluding about 19,000 tonnes secured
Factory, took over. Mr K. D. Mala- from outside firms. According to
viya, the former chairman, left the him, HMBP would probably reach its
HEC in January to contest the Phul- annual rated capacity of 80,000
ur by-election to the Lok Sabha tonnes by 1974-75,
which he lost. Mr 'Malaviya had
So at last it is 1974-75. Thank god,
taken over the "sick child' of the
public sector when the crisis was at a it is not 2074-75. So the Governnew high. He did something to :put is claiming that its undertaking may
the Corporation on the track and pro- be in full production after nearly 20
duction went up.
But something years of its foundation.
like the old situation is developing
There are alwah strikes in the
once again. It is feared that the
HMBP's Design Bureau and its sister HEC, as in all the other public sector
engineering departments
will have projects. When .this corres:pondent
practically no work after October be- visited the HEC he saw a strike by
cause the HEC has no work except the workers of the HMTP, demanding
supplies for the Bokaro Steel Limited. 'the scrapping of the promotion proI
cedure under, which the' artisans have
In the first phase the Bokaro Pro- to pass- trade tests before being promo-

ted. The employees do not want to
appear .for the test. '
Tbe police arrested 31 persons and
lath i-charged the demonstrators.
In
this strike all the workers' unions
joined their hands except the one led
by Mr( Sharma. The most interesting
part of the strike was the reappearance
of the famous Naxalite leader, Mr
Satya Narayan Singh, who is General
Secretary of the Hatia Mazdoor
Union. Mr Singh was reported to have
gone underground after the N axalbari
movement. According
to
official
sources, only a few workers were on
strike but when this correspondent
went to visit HMTP, he found that the
strike was hundred per .....
cent SUccessful.
In the HEC the number of RSS
volunteers is nearly three thousand.
One can see them gathering at the
HEC stadium fOr a common :parade
every Sunday. Mr Chavan told the
Rajya Sabha that according to information received/from the HEC authorities, the RSS 'shakhas'
are held
within the township of the Corporation without the permission of the
authorities. Actually the development
of the RSS is extraordinary. Before the
communal riots of August 1967 the
organisation had only a few members.
During the chairmanship
of Mr
Malaviya the RSS was always organising strikes and agitating in the HEC.
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